Expressions of Interest in Future Terminal Capacity

On 20 May 2011, PKCT asked coal producers or potential producers that would be prepared to enter into long term ship or pay agreements for not less than 0.5Mtpa and that were interested in participating in PKCT’s nomination and allocation process for capacity allocation to contact PKCT.

In order to better understand the demand for coal export capacity in the Port of Port Kembla, PKCT is now requesting any coal producers or potential producers that have not already responded but would be prepared to enter into long term ship or pay agreements for capacity at PKCT (including for less than 0.5Mtpa) to send an email to peter.green@pkct.com.au containing the company name, contact name and phone number. A representative of PKCT will contact that person to ascertain bona fides and arrange the delivery of documentation related to the Expressions of Interest.

PKCT asks all coal producers or potential producers that are interested in participating in PKCT’s nomination and allocation process for capacity allocation to make contact with PKCT as suggested above by no later than Friday 10 June 2011.
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